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Design and Control of Workflow Processes: Business Process Management for the Service Industry (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2008

	The motivation behind the conception of this monograph was to advance scientific knowledge about the design and control of workflow processes. A workflow pr- ess (or workflow for short) is a specific type of business process, a way of or- nizing work and resources. Workflows are commonly found within large admin- trative organizations such as...


		

How to Buy a House with No (or Little) Money Down, 3rd EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
The Ultimate guide to finding and financing a home
Almost everyone aspires to owning a home, but the reality of coming up with a large enough down payment often stands in the way of making that dream come true. No longer! How to Buy a House with No (or Little) Money Down has helped tens of thousands become homeowners, and now it's your turn!...


		

Protecting SQL Server DataRed gate, 2009

	For as long as there has been something to communicate between two persons there has been data. Today, vast volumes of it are gathered about almost every individual and business. It is the information that we provide when we sign up for an account at our favorite website, fill out a job application, or apply for a mortgage.


	These...






		

Building Engaged Team Performance: Align Your Processes and People to Achieve Game-Changing Business ResultsMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Harness the Power of Your Most Valuable Resource—Your Workforce!


	Process improvement approaches like Six Sigma and Lean Enterprise have worked wonders for countless organizations, but in the drive for true excellence, these approaches are only one important part of the formula.


	Building Engaged...


		

The Global Money MarketsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
The Global Money Markets is the ultimate and most comprehensive guide to the world's money markets and the products that make up this vital element of the global economy. Written in a clear, accessible style, and including the most up-to-date information, this book is a great resource for all finance professionals, including market traders,...

		

Smart Is the New Rich: If You Can't Afford It, Put It DownJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	A practical way to think about money today


	Author and CNN veteran money correspondent Christine Romans believes we should live by three qualifiers: living within our means, living with less debt, and being less vulnerable. While some may say this is old-fashioned, today it's hard to argue with Romans' view.
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Excel Formulas and Functions For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Put the power of Excel formulas and functions to work for you!


	Excel is a complex program. Mastering the use of formulas and functions lets you use Excel to compute useful day-to-day information, such as calculating the true cost of credit card purchases or comparing 15-year and 30-year mortgage costs. This fun and friendly...


		

Dear Mr. Buffett: What An Investor Learns 1,269 Miles From Wall StreetJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Janet Tavakoli takes you into the world of Warren Buffett by way of the recent mortgage meltdown. In correspondence and discussion with him over 2 years, they both saw the writing on the wall, made clear by the implosion of Bear Stearns. Tavakoli, in clear and engaging prose, explains how the credit mess happened beginning with the mortgage...


		

Canning Spam: You've Got Mail (That You Don't Want)Sams Publishing, 2004
We've all seen it — the e-mails that come to us from a sender we don't know and promise a frog that jumps across our screen, a low mortgage rate or a medical miracle pill. These e-mails are otherwise known as spam. Your inbox gets cluttered or worse, your computer is infected with a virus as you scratch your head, wondering how it ever...





		

Homebuyers Beware: Who's Ripping You Off Now?FT Press, 2009

	Get the Best Mortgage Deal in Today’s Real Estate Markets--and Avoid a Whole New Generation of Scams! 

	
		
			Exposes new secrets, lies, and scams the mortgage industry doesn’t want you to know about
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Pro ADO.NET 2.0Apress, 2005
Mission control to reader . . . you are now nearing the ADO.NET planet in the .NET
solar system of the Microsoft technology galaxy.Make sure no architectural mistake alien eats
you up for dinner . . .

Learning any new topic is like approaching a new planet. As you approach the planet
from a distance, you first identify its...

		

JBoss Drools Business RulesPackt Publishing, 2009
In business, a lot of actions are trigged by rules: "Order more ice cream when the stock is below 100 units and temperature is above 25° C", "Approve credit card application when the credit background check is OK, past relationship with the customer is profitable, and identity is confirmed", and so on. Traditional...
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